
MEIJI PERIOD

The Meiji era (æ˜Žæ²», Meiji) is an era of Japanese history which extended from October 23, to July 30, This era
represents the first half of the Empire of.

On the political sector, Japan received its first European style constitution in  Responding to those pressures,
the government issued a statement in promising a constitution by  Main articles: Meiji oligarchy , Government
of Meiji Japan , and Meiji Constitution A major proponent of representative government was Itagaki Taisuke
â€” , a powerful Tosa leader who had resigned from the Council of State over the Korean affair in  Military
The Meiji Era saw a rapid and massive reorganization of Japan's military capabilities, as well. He started a
school and a movement aimed at establishing a constitutional monarchy and a legislative assembly. A
commercial legal code under German influence was fully adopted in  Many of the former daimyo, whose
pensions had been paid in a lump sum, benefited greatly through investments they made in emerging
industries. The ensuing years were chaotic and violent, with Choshu forces attempting to seize control of the
imperial Kyoto court. The private sectorâ€”in a nation with an abundance of aggressive
entrepreneursâ€”welcomed such change. With hostilities over, the young Meiji Emperor moved his court from
the ancient capital of Kyoto to Edo, which was re-named Tokyo and became the new capital of Japan. The
building of the nationwide telegraph system also owed much to military needs as did the development of
modern accounting and the growth of "organizational professionalism" - training, certification, conferences
and a specialised literature - which spread into the private Japanese business sector. Ideology In an effort to
unite the Japanese nation in response to the Western challenge, the Meiji leaders created a civic ideology
centered around the emperor. Oil painting was introduced to Japan in the Meiji Period and practised by
Kawakami Togai and Takahashi Yuichi, ironically at a time when Western appreciation of Japanese traditional
art was very high. Dining out in restaurants also became more widespread. Men and women abandoned silk
kimono and began to wear Western-style suits and dresses. By there were newspapers in print with a
circulation over , Although limited in their authority, these assemblies represented a move in the direction of
representative government at the national level, and by assemblies also had been formed in villages and towns.
Former Gakushuin Elementary School built in Tokyo in now preserved in Narita, Chiba Prefecture Meiji
Restoration The so-called Meiji Restoration Meiji Ishin ushered in a number of fundamental changes to
Japanese society as the new government attempted to modernize and industrialize the country in an attempt to
ward off foreign domination, symbolized by the treaty ports of Yokohama and Kobe and the laws of
extraterritoriality that applied to foreigners in Japan. The Japanese people had more money to spend, more
leisure, and better education, supplemented by the development of mass media. Japan's sudden, decisive
victory over China surprised the world and worried some European powers. The final blow to conservative
samurai came in the Satsuma rebellion, when the government's newly drafted army, trained in European
infantry techniques and armed with modern Western guns, defeated the last resistance of the traditional
samurai warriors. With the development of communications and increased social mobility local customs such
as eating seafood became national ones over a period of time. To further dramatize the new order, the capital
was relocated from Kyoto , where it had been situated since , to Tokyo Eastern Capital , the new name for
Edo. Mourners pay their respects outside the Imperial Palace in Tokyo after the death of the Meiji Emperor in
Foreign Policy in the Meiji Period The Meiji Era was also a period of profound change diplomatically for a
country that had spent over two centuries ensuring national isolation sakoku and the new nation-building was
to lead Japan into a period of foreign expansion overseas. Under the Meiji Emperor, Japan established
western-style military academies to train a whole new type of soldier. Barack Kushner, a historian of Japan at
Cambridge University, offered two reasons why on a recent program on the BBC World Service: that Japan at
years post modernization is an elderly society, and the geopolitical configurations of the region in are vastly
different than in  The actual political power was transferred from the Tokugawa Bakufu into the hands of a
small group of nobles and former samurai. Economic During the Meiji Era, Japan industrialized with
incredible speed. This gave the government money to spend to build up the strength of the nation. The
Emperor shared his authority and give rights and liberties to his subjects.


